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Recent TCEQ Activity

June 8, 2011:
Approved Proposal of DFW SIP Revisions
Public Comment Period From June 24 - July 25, 2011
Two Public Hearings In Arlington On July 14, 2011

July 6, 2011:
Attainment Demonstration SIP Revision Supplement

July 8, 2011:
Reasonable Further Progress SIP Revision Supplement
Comment Period Extended Through August 8, 2011
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Previous RTC Action

Emission Benefits Associated To Transportation Projects

October 14, 2010: Place All Transportation Projects In Weight-of-Evidence Section Of SIP

Proposed SIP Currently Identifies Partial RTC Action
   Lists Transportation Projects
   Not In Weight-Of-Evidence

RTC Comments To TCEQ: Ensure Transportation Projects Are Moved Into Weight-Of-Evidence Section Of SIP
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Previous RTC Action

Incorporation Of New MOVES2010 On-Road Emissions Model

February 8, 2011: Detailed Letter Requesting TCEQ To Incorporate MOVES2010 Model Results In SIP
Why? Better Estimates, Avoids Future Transportation Planning Consequences

Preliminary MOVES2010 Estimates In Proposal
Detailed MOVES2010 Estimates In Supplements

RTC Comments To TCEQ: Supports TCEQ Decision On Incorporating MOVES2010 Results Into SIP
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